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S E L E N E *

During my nights, I travel alone in an imaginary world.

I find it there, faithful presence, intense and silent. 

The lover moon has the power to make me forget my surroundings, transporting me into this universe of unified colors.

The fervor of its radiance hypnotizes each of my nights, each of our encounters where I easily become her captive.

Lying in her center, like Endymion **, I feel her lights dancing around me.

I contemplate them and let myself be enveloped by hers milky veils.

Walking in her lands, in the middle of her forms, I wander.

An odyssey to discover her skin, soft silica ready to shine at first breath, I walk in her flesh and discover a precious journey.

These ecstatically still landscapes, lead me to an internal mise en abime, a necessary passage for those who wish to welcome a reinvented present.

Sharp edges, iridescent valleys, vertiginous cliffs and wavy bodies, symbol of the matter that receives and reflects light, source of life.

These moon dust tableaux are also a reflection of my darkness and light.

 “To confront a person with his shadow is to show him his own light. Once one has experienced a few times what it is like to stand judgingly between the opposites, one 

begins to understand what is meant by the self. Anyone who perceives his shadow and his light simultaneously sees himself from two sides and thus gets in the middle.”

(Carl Jung - Good and Evil in Analytical Psychology. Civilization in Transition. P.872)

Between dream and reality,

Between shadow and light,

Ordinary time and space are adjourned.

Her virginal dress heralds an awarness and a new cycle of life.

* In Greek mythology, Selene (derived from selas meaning «bright»), is a goddess of the moon - specifically the full moon.

**Endymion, a young shepherd passionate about astronomy, and one of Selene’s lovers, had 50 daughters with her. The latter plunged him into an eternal sleep so that he would retain his beauty.



















































BIOGRAPHY

I worked as an interior designer in Paris for more than ten years. Throughout that time I was very focused on the use of space and acquired a sensitivity 

that has greatly influenced my approach to volume in photography. In 2011, I redirected my professional life autodactically.

At night, light and space are my sources of inspiration, of experimentation and confrontation but above all of fulfillment.

 

I pierce the night using physical movement, as well as using light in order to see beyond what is visible, to a place where black has not yet absorded 

everything.

I have accomplished various artistic projects, often in partnership with private and public institutions. Notably, with the Hotel National des Invalides which  

allowed me access to all the military sites of Ile de France, which I was then able to bring to light in a large exposition in the moat of the Invalides.

I also had the opportunity to work with the RATP who commissioned me to enter an old marshalling yard where their entire collection of rolling stock, 

is preserved, covering 100 years of history. The images created were exhibited during «Les Journées du Patrimoine» (the Heritage Days) within this 

workshop-museum.

 

The cities and their nocturnal vestiges have been privileged fields of investigation for me, as much by their architectural lines as the past history, to which 

they bear witness. 

As a consequence of an awareness of the state of our society along with the fact that I live in a city, nature has become my source of regeneration. 

 



EXHIBITIONS :

Solo Shows

2016 Incandescence, Studio P.C.P., Paris (February 17th > April 19th)

2015 Incandescence, Little Big Galerie, Paris (November 10th > December 13th)

 Patrimoine Enchantée, for les Journées du Patrimoine, organized by RATP (September 19th > 20th)

2014 Les Armées Lumières, Hôtel National des Invalides, Paris (May 14th > June 29th)

2013 Fashion in Light, Exhibition and performance for the French May Festival in Hong Kong (June 6th > 12th)

  Hôtel National des Invalides, Paris (March 1st > April 4th) 

2011    Galerie Art 3, Paris (December 6th > 24th)

Group Shows

2018 Schiedam Foto Festival, The Netherland (October 18th > 24th)

2016 Hors Cadres, CT Gallery, Megève (October 7th > 11 décembre)

 Territoires Imaginaires, CT Gallery, Megève (June 4th > July 22nd)

2015 Lumières dans l’Espace, Enghien Les Bains ( March 24th > May 13th) 

2013 Rues, Galerie des Autres, Paris (November 21st > 24th)

2012  Lux, Galerie DAG, Paris (May 31st > June 3rd)

 Hôtel National des Invalides, Paris (May 9th > 13th)

CONCOURS :

2017 Finalist at the contest Send Anywhere

2014  Finalist at the contest La Bourse du Talent Espace #60

PUBLICATIONS :

Paper and Web

Monarque Magazine, L’Usine Nouvelle, Fubiz, Réponses Photo, Smart Battle by Fubiz, Direct Matin

TV

«Ô bout de la nuit» sur France Ô

«JT décalé» sur I-Télé


